
TRAXDA Kit #109040 - Ford Edge 2015-2023 1.5” Lift Kit

YouTube installation guide available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fotT2SHBTA8

FRONT INSTALLATION
1.Put vehicle on a 2 post hoist or appropriate jack stands. Always work safely. Remove front
wheels.
2. Remove cowl, there are clips along the front and bolts and clips to each side. Remove
windscreen wipers, making note of orientation.
3.Undo the three bolts at the top of the strut.

4.Remove the rest of the mounting bolts/brake line bracket/sway bar link from the lower strut
area.
5.Remove strut from vehicle.
6.Compress springs enough to remove the top nut.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fotT2SHBTA8


7.Remove the black metal top of the strut and then the green plastic spring seat underneath.

8. Attach the TRAXDA preload spacer under the green plastic spring seat, lining up the pin.



9. Reattach the black metal top to the strut, compress springs more and reattach the top nut.

10. Tighten top nut fully.
11. Attach the TRAXDA spacer to the top of the strut using the supplied bolts. Slide them in from
side.



12. Reinstall strut to vehicle, loosely tightening the three OEM bolts into the top for now.

13. Reinstall the mounting bolts, sway bar link, brake line bracketry and tighten fully.
14. Tighten the top three bolts down fully.
15. Repeat on other side of vehicle.
16. Reinstall cowl/windscreen wipers. Check Right/Left on wipers, and if they are indexed
correctly.



REAR INSTALLATION
17.Remove rear wheels.
18. Remove nuts and bolts from rear suspension lower control arm.

19. Remove the spring.
20. Install the TRAXDA spring spacer on the top of the spring and reinstall.



21. Install the two TRAXDA 1” DOM spacers on the lower shock bracket, using supplied bolts.

22. Reinstall the nuts and bolts on rear suspension lower control arm.
23. Repeat on other side of vehicle.
24. Align vehicle to factory specs.

Max Tire Size : 265/60R18 on a 40mm offset wheel.


